
 

 

1 Welcome to GeoPortal.io 
 

Built by an international team of professionals in computer science, electronics, GIS and 

mathematics, GeoPortal.io is the answer to the need for a secure and full-featured LI 

(Location Intelligence) platform in the cloud. GeoPortal.io is the solution to organizations 

relying on static and increasingly on dynamic streaming data in the new era of the Location 

Intelligence revolution.  

With the convergence of LI, cloud computing and IoT, GeoPortal.io bridges the yawning 

gap between consumer mapping applications, traditional corporate GIS, Business 

Intelligence platforms and IoT platforms to offer a complete solution for organizations 

dealing with geospatial data.   

 

Fig 1. GeoPortal. io is at the crossroads of traditional corporate GIS, consumer mapping 

applications, IoT platforms, and Business Intell igence platforms.  
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Introducing GeoPortal.io 
 



Below is a summary of where GeoPortal.io stands in relation to other more 

traditional technologies and how it addresses their shortcomings in Location 

Intelligence. 

 

Traditional corporate GIS 

Traditional corporate GIS such as ArcGIS has been a niche technology primarily used by 

geographers, government and management companies (such as oil & gas, mining, 

forestry, agriculture). It does an excellent job in capturing, storing and visualizing location 

information but it has a high barrier of entry for non-specialists. The visual interface of 

those traditional corporate GIS solutions is often intimating and confusing to non-

specialists. 

GeoPortal.io is more accessible to a broader base of users empowering them to capture 

locational data while retaining the power in spatial analytics of traditional corporate GIS. By 

allowing the creation and publishing of well-focused maps (Story Maps), the user is 

naturally guided to use them for their intended purposes. 

 

        

Fig 2. The UI of traditional GIS software (left) is confusing for a non -specialist with its many 

tools that are often irrelevant to what the user needs to accomplish. On the other hand, 

GeoPortal. io al lows the creation of well -focused maps (Story Maps) with only the tools 

needed for each specific map.  

 

Consumer mapping applications 

Consumer mapping applications built using Google Maps, Here Maps, Bing Maps or Open 

Street Maps are oriented to the final users to solve problems related to everyday situations 

such as traffic information and place searching.  

GeoPortal.io provides a complete platform to meet the need of organizations with full 

spatial analytics capabilities. It is important to note that consumer mapping applications 

and GeoPortal.io are not mutually exclusive, the former being consumed by the latter 

through APIs such as Google Routes and Places. 

 It is the best of both worlds. The ease of use of consumer mapping is combined with the 

more complete features of GeoPortal.io such as users/roles management, monitoring, 

spatial functions, branding, custom real-time engine, map customization, and much more. 



 

Fig 3. GeoPortal.io combines general-purpose Consumer Mapping with the more advanced built-in features of 

GeoPortal.io. 

 

Business Intelligence platforms 

BI (Business Intelligence) platforms have a long history of providing solutions for many 

industries such as finance, retail, insurance, and real estate. Nevertheless, BI systems 

have minimal spatial capabilities – other than tagging data or similar crude location plotting 

on a map.  

GeoPortal.io gives a spatial dimension to BI by turning raw data into actionable insight 

through visualization on a map and spatial analytics techniques. GeoPortal.io is the 

platform extending BI by enabling more comprehensive location data analysis. 

 

   



 

Fig 4: A regular BI (above) often lacks the spatial dimension or has limited mapping features. GeoPortal.io 

(above) in contrast has the map front and center revealing patterns, and insights on the data. 

 

IoT platforms 

With the explosion of sensors and various internet-connected devices in the last few years, 

IoT platforms today perform reasonably in scalability, bandwidth, support to protocols and 

performance but often lack the locational dimension. Designed primarily for hardware 

vendors, many IoT platforms are limited to the middleware layer responsible for consuming 

data from sensors and devices and thus produce lackluster result and actions in the spatial 

realm.  

GeoPortal.io builds the bridge from the middleware layer to full-blown user experience 

with mapping capabilities with the highest level of security.  

 

 

Fig 3. GeoPortal.io builds the bridge between IoT sensors, drones, RFID cards, GPS trackers and Raspberry 

Pi boards to offer visualization, interaction, and analytics in real time. 



 

    Location Intelligence vs. Geographic Information System 

You may have heard interchangeably about LI (Location Intelligence) and GIS 

 (Geographic Information System), and you may be confused about the difference 

 between those two technologies. On a nutshell, both LI and GIS deal with the 

 geospatial aspect of data but differ in the approach and perspectives to it. 

- GIS starts with the geography of data and ends in in-depth spatial analysis. 

- LI starts with a business query and reveals spatial insights for decisions. 

 

- GIS deals with proprietary geographic datasets in industry-specific static data 

formats. 

- LI incorporates open data, real-time data streams and internet-connected 

devices and sensors. 

 

- GIS is limited to specialists and academics with formal training or degree. 

- LI is accessible to a broader public but also data analysts, and data scientists. 

 LI does not compete with GIS. GIS has been around for several decades, and it is 

 still used mainly by large corporations and government for in-depth spatial analysis. 

 LI is the natural spatial extension of today’s explosion of IoT, big data and real-time 

 data streams in all industries.  

 The blog article The Location Intelligence Revolution gives a good overview of the 

 place of LI in the industry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mapgenix.com/news/the-location-intelligence-revolution/


2 Why GeoPortal.io? 
 

2.1 Born in the cloud computing era 
 

GeoPortal.io was designed from the ground up with the cloud in mind. The creators of 

GeoPortal.io at GeoPortal.io.io LLC developed and designed it specifically to take 

advantage of the many benefits of cloud computing steering away from legacy systems. 

The underlying technologies based on GeoPortal.io have been carefully chosen for being 

cloud-friendly. They include multi-model databases and microservices architecture. 

 

 

 

Fig 4. As a cloud-native platform, GeoPortal. io is based on a Multi -model database approach 

and a microservices architecture. Each microservice adopts the persistence model best 

suited for i ts primary function. For example, the configuration (such as users, roles, features 

by map) uses an RDBMS, and the storing and editing of the geospatial data uses a NoSQL 

database. 

 

GeoPortal.io uses Microsoft Azure as a cloud service provider. At the request of the 

customer, GeoPortal.io can also be installed on-premises. Whether in the cloud or on-

premises, GeoPortal.io retains its multi-model database and microservices. 

 



2.2 A platform for Location Intelligence 
 

GeoPortal.io is designed to make geospatial data more accessible to users of all levels of 

expertise. The users don’t have to be GIS experts or have gone through extensive courses 

of GIS to use GeoPortal.io. At the same time, they are not limited to the use of simple tools 

that would miss many geospatial patterns of the data. GeoPortal.io unlocks the real 

potential of Location Intelligence to reveal critical insights of location data. 

 

 

Fig 5. Combining a streamlined visual interface, the displaying of live streaming data and traditional GIS 

capabilities, GeoPortal.io maximizes the power of Location Intelligence to reveal key geospatial insights about 

the data. 

 

2.3 Extensible platform 
 

GeoPortal.io has been designed from the ground up to be extensible and easily adaptable 

to meet most needs in Location Intelligence regardless of the industry.  

GeoPortal.io is a platform that can be shaped to meet the unique needs of organizations. 

By adding extensions such as Tracking, GeoPortal.io is the solution in many verticals 

such as utilities, local government, finance, agriculture. 



 

Fig 6. GeoPortal.io is a multi-purpose extensile Location Intelligence platform that allows through custom 

development to meet the needs in Location Intelligence in many verticals. 

 

 

2.4 Interoperability 
 

GeoPortal.io is a real cross-platform solution allowing interoperability through three main 

interactions: 

- Protocols: 
GeoPortal.io supports the messaging protocols MQTT (Message Queuing 

Telemetry Transport) and TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) for remotely 

interacting with IoT devices and displaying them on maps. These interactions 

can be achieved through direct MQTT or over WebSocket. 

GeoPortal.io is also compatible with protocols with higher overhead such as 

REST or SOAP web services. 

 

- Data Streaming platforms: 
GeoPortal.io allows connections with data streaming and IoT platforms. 

GeoPortal.io integrates to IoT platforms. Examples of major IoT platforms are 

Amazon AWS IoT, Microsoft Azure IoT Edge, IBM Watson land PubNub. Also, 

GeoPortal.io features its custom-built real-time platform (see 2.5). 

 

- Real-time dashboards: 
Cloud services related to real-time dashboard platforms such as Freeboard.io is 

easily integrated into GeoPortal.io. This approach allows dashboards 

developed by Freeboard.io to interact within GeoPortal.io. Thanks to this 

feature, the best of the two worlds of LI (Location Intelligence) and BI (Business 

Intelligence) with advanced charts and graphs are combined in one solution. 

http://freeboard.io/


-  

    TCP vs. WebSockets vs. MQTT 

There is a battle of protocols going on in IoT. As it is well known, IoT devices are 

 little machines that use the Internet to send and receive information based on their 

 status or instructions. It has become especially prevalent in moving devices such 

 as sensors in vehicles or containers. The most common protocols are TCP 

 (under  HTTP), WebSockets and MQTT.  

Websockets are becoming less and less necessary while TCP and especially 

 MQTT are gaining in popularity. The publish and subscribe model of MQTT 

 coupled with its small footprint and minimal bandwidth consumption makes it a 

 protocol of choice for more machine-to-machine communications. 

While we recommend MQTT as the preferred protocol, rest assured that 

GeoPortal.io  accommodates the most common protocols used for interacting with 

devices. 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Real-time platform 
 

GeoPortal.io as a platform runs on Microsoft Azure. It also benefits from its custom Real-

Time platform-as-a-Service. That Real-Time platform allows the tracking and monitoring of 

GPS receivers, IoT sensors, Raspberry Pi boards and more down to every second.  

 



Fig 6. GeoPortal.io is coupled with a Real-Time platform that allows the tracking, monitoring, and interaction 

with moving assets such as vehicle, drones or IoT devices.  

2.6 Scalability 
 

Taking full advantage of the cloud architectures, GeoPortal.io scales as more resources 

and storage are needed. The scalability of GeoPortal.io is transparent to the users. The 

users focus on their business needs such as obtaining more clients, more assets to track. 

They are entirely freed from worrying about adding new virtual machines, implementing 

load balancing.  All this ‘magic’ is done in the background by GeoPortal.io as it scales both 

horizontally and vertically proportionally to the usage of the users. 

 

Vertical scaling: GeoPortal. io scales vertically or up/down as more hardware 

such as CPU is replaced according to the demand in usage. Vertical scaling is 

also done by adding more RAM, disk space, and network throughput.  

 

Horizontal scaling: GeoPortal.io scales horizontally or in/out as more virtual 

servers are added to handle the increased workload.  

 

2.7 Reliability 
 

GeoPortal.io uses Microsoft Azure as its cloud provider. Most cloud services offered by 

Microsoft  Azure come with a 99.95% SLA (Service Level Agreement) guarantee which is 

much higher than most on-premises data servers can hope to offer. Keep in mind that the 

architecture of the cloud is built on the premise that hardware fails at some point. Cloud 

providers such as Microsoft Azure have automated many recovery features that used to 

cause headaches when hosting on-premises servers. 

Of course, if you choose to install GeoPortal.io on-premises (the Custom plan of 

GeoPortal.io gives you that flexibility if you wish), you are responsible for having a team of 

on-site IT people. 

 

2.8 Data visualization 
 

Data visualization is indeed where GeoPortal.io shines to get the most of your data.  You 

can go a lot further than merely plotting a pin on the map. Through visualization, 

GeoPortal.io provides ways to reveal relationships between data sets that might not have 

otherwise been obvious or easy to ascertain. Those visualization techniques include: 

 

- Mapping quantities 

- Mapping categories 



- Mapping change dynamically 

- Heat maps 

- Pie and bar charts 

- Bubble styles 

- Expression-based styles 

- Image and video geo-referencing 

- Labeling 

 

         

Quantity Style     Category Style 

       

Heat Map     Pie Chart 



      

Geo-referenced videos    Labeling 

Fig 7. GeoPortal.io allows displaying the data with many different types of symbology to represent it on the 

map best. 

 

2.9 Spatial Analytics 
 

GeoPortal.io boasts the Spatial Analytics expected from a full featured solution in Location 

Intelligence. Those Spatial Analytics include: 

- Geocoding 

- Routing 

- Geo-enrichment of non-spatial data 

 

Functionalities in GIS (Geographic Information System) also complete the Spatial 

Analytics capabilities of GeoPortal.io in Location Intelligence: 

- Distance, area measurements 

- Distance queries 

- Spatial queries 

- Buffering 

- Interpolation 

- Dynamic segmentation 

- Spatial coordinates conversion 

 

 



       

Area Measurement    Coordinates Measurement 

       

Buffering     Interpolation 

Fig 8. GeoPortal.io features standard GIS tools such as measurements, spatial queries, buffering, interpolation 

and much more. Combining GIS functions with Location Intelligence techniques adds much power to the app. 

 

2.10  Security 
 

Security permeates every aspect of GeoPortal.io. Nowadays stringent security policies to 

protect organizations assets and sensitive data are built-in features guarantying that only 

authorized people to have the proper authorizations. Besides, GeoPortal.io is designed 

using the most recent and secure technologies. 

 

- HTTP/2:  GeoPortal.io adopts HTTP/2 as network protocol with the added 

security considerations compared to HTTP/1. 
 

- Encryption: With 128-bit TLS encryption, GeoPortal.io provides the highest 

security to data over the internet. 

 



- Fined grained control: GeoPortal.io allows the configuration of any security 

detail with users and roles. Security rules are set by granting permissions per 

role, per user without being limited by predefined roles. 

 

- Access Control: GeoPortal.io permits the fine-tuning of access to data and 

maps by enforcing private and public access rules. 

 

- Monitoring: The monitoring feature allows to detect unusual activities by 

specific users and to refine security rules within an organization. 

 

 

2.11  A system of engagement 
 

GeoPortal.io goes beyond traditional GIS (System of Record) that can be afforded only by 

the largest organizations for tying together the needs in workflow, planning, AVL 

(Automatic Vehicle Location), crew management. 

With GeoPortal.io, it is not just about collecting and having information as in a system of 

records used by traditional GIS and databases. It is also about allowing more people to 

share and understand complex data and ideas.  GeoPortal.io as a system of engagement 

helps organizations to make smarter decisions, communicate more effectively internally or 

to the broader world. GeoPortal.io applies the benefits of Location Intelligence across 

organizations and communities so that everyone with the proper permissions can 

visualize, analyze and collaborate anytime, anywhere and on any device. 

The main protagonists in this collaborative system are story maps, in other words well 

focused maps with only the necessary datasets and tools for each specific map. Those 

story maps are created within GeoPortal.io and can be shared within one organization or 

between different organizations. Story maps are also integrated into third-party platforms, 

social media, and other websites. 

 

Fig 9. GeoPortal.io is a real System of Engagement driving collaborative technology via content sharing and 

peer interaction for users within and across organizations. 



2.12  TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) 
 

GeoPortal.io gives organizations control over their budget and time by benefiting from the 

transparent and more straightforward pricing models of a cloud solution. 

- Maintenance light: In-house systems are notorious for being major headaches 

in maintenance. GeoPortal.io saves organizations time and money by doing 

automatic upgrades and patches. 

 

- Streamlining workforce: Good IT people are expensive. GeoPortal.io allows 

organizations to efficiently improve the IT department’s operations by deploying 

staff to other areas of business, improving bottom-line capabilities. 

 

- Zero upfront costs: With GeoPortal.io, we have already put the upfront capital 

costs in cloud infrastructure, so that organizations don’t have to acquire 

expensive hardware and software. 

 

2.13  Multi-device continuity 
 

Multi-device continuity or more precisely multi-device task continuity allows one user and 

his team to handle operations between multiple devices such as tablets, smartphones, 

laptops, and desktops on different operations systems. 

A user starts editing data on the field in his mobile device and hands it to his coworkers in 

office real-time. This synchronization is a much sought-after feature in industries such as 

utilities where on the field work is often conducted. 

 

 

Fig 10. GeoPortal.io syncs work from one device to another seamlessly allowing an activity to begin on one 

device and continue on another. 

 



2.14  Modern UI and UX 
 

GeoPortal.io is all about having more results with fewer actions and straightforward 

workflows. GeoPortal.io has a clean and simple interface to provide the best user 

experience.  

 

Fig 11: With menu bars, draggable expandable modals and responsive actions, GeoPortal.io gives its users a 

desktop-like experience.  

 

2.15  Performance 
 

Several technologies underpin the responsiveness and speed of GeoPortal.io. 

 

- Visualization: GeoPortal.io takes full advantage of the latest 4K and HiDPI 

screens to render great looking maps and modals giving the users the best 

viewing experience. 

 

- Optimized kernel: Born in the multicore era, GeoPortal.io is built on top of an 

extremely optimized mapping kernel exhaustively taking advantage of 

virtualized hardware in the cloud and parallel programming techniques. 

 

- Memory light: Thanks to its low memory footprint, GeoPortal.io runs even in 

inefficient devices. If you can watch a YouTube video, GeoPortal.io flies! 

 

- HTTP/2: GeoPortal.io thoroughly takes advantage of HTTP/2 superiority over 

HTTP/1.x to speed up requests over the internet and optimize responsiveness. 

 

 

 



2.16  Multi-language support 
 

GeoPortal.io is designed taking into account the increasingly globalized and 

interconnected world we live in. Many organizations have branches in different countries 

and users with varied cultural backgrounds. GeoPortal.io provides multiple-language 

support at the organizational level and user level. 

 

Fig 12: With GeoPortal.io, users have the choice to use a language of preference different from the primary 

language of the organization they belong to. GeoPortal.io is already fully bilingual in English (left) and in 

Spanish (right). 

 

 

2.17  Future-proof platform 
 

GeoPortal.io was built from the ground up to embrace new trends and technologies. The 

architecture is ready to embrace major technological shifts that are bound to occur soon. 

New groundbreaking technologies are easily adaptable to GeoPortal.io. 

 

- Voice assistance:  Amazon Alexa allows the user to interact with his voice. 

Commands such as identifying a car by license plate or searching for a user by 

name or ID is done by voice instead of typing if the user chooses to.  

Other voice assistance technologies such as Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana or 

Google Home can also be integrated. 

 

- Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligence: Whether it is for optimizing routing 

in unpredictable circumstances or performing face recognition in dusty 

conditions, GeoPortal.io adapts ML and AI technologies such as Google’s 

TensorFlow or Berkely AI Research (BAIR) Coffee. 

 

- Blockchain: The power of GeoPortal.io in Location Intelligence is ready to be 

completed by the capabilities of blockchain platforms such as Ethereum.  By 



combining decentralized distributed blockchain platforms, GeoPortal.io's scope 

is significantly extended to cover smart contracts especially in industries such 

as real estate and energy. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             

                             smartboxgeoportal.io 

https://smartboxgeoportal.io/

